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- Uses of Data to Improve Instruction in Local

School Districts: Problems and Possibiltties

The existence of test or evaluation data which,reveals students'

achievement in particular subject or skill areas does not, inevitably,

.lead.to beneficial changes in classroom instrUctipn and concomitant

increases in student learning. We have found that without competent and

sustained attention by district management to comunication and?upport-

. ing services, theuse by princOals and teachers of such data remains.

problematic. We believe that the naturally occurring characteristics'of

school orgOization and classroom instruction imped' such use.
.

In thie-paper, we acknoWledge that research on testing and evalu-

ation has made geat advances in.the past 15 years; and that other

research on school and schopl district organization t6s,contributed to

the field's understanding of how these institutions operate. We argue

that researchers must now build on these twin strands. We report on our

work which is an investigation 9f how some school districts do, in prac-

. tice, *construct and maintain the needed links between th6ir evaluation

and testing activities on the one hand, and their curricular-ind instruc-

tional activities on the other.
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Introduction

'Since its inception in 1972, the National Institute of Eddcation

(NIE) has supported research related to educational evaluation. Some of

this research has contributed to our uriderstanding of the ways in which

evaluation and tesing data ccan improve educational practice.in American

schools. From the research has emerged an important observation: the

2

transformation of evaluation and testing results into improved school
I 0

and classroom activities does not occur automatically. Instead, such

transformation appears ta be a complex process influenced 1)1; many factors,

includin specific individuals who 4re expectGe to take action and

the organizational settings within which they work.

Two large groups of individuals Wre pot,ential users of testing and

evaluation findings. One such group is policy makers, external to a

school aistricf who work within federal and state legislatures or

agencies. Evaluators expect that large-scale evaluations of federal vor

state-funded educational programs can give policy makers at these levels

sound information on which to base changes in local prneram requ-fre'Ments,

or to augment or cancel these programs. A second user group includes

individuals internal to a school district: for example, board members;

administrators,.and classrOom teachers. Evalu?tors expect that data

collected about students can be of direct interest to within-district

, administrators and teachers who are responsible for fine-tuning their

own curriculum and instructional programs.

At first Oance, it would seemethat the findings from any given

program evaluation could be equally useful to both groups of people,

lORCW/G
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each of whom could make needed policyOr program modifications at their

own level of authority. Such appears not to be the case. Studies by

Kennedy (1980Y, Alkinlet al. (1979), David (1978), Patton (1978), and

Weiss (1972), have found that the users' own interests and organizational

settings influence the reception they give to evaluation findings. A

I .

major implication of these studies is that evaluators or test givers who

expect their ffndings to be utilized either by distintiptlicy makers ors-,

by local educators must attend in advance to the specific interests of

these 4ndividuals and to the constraints of their organizational settings.

The Center for the Study of Evaluation (CSE), for the past five

years, has been conducting research on evaluation and testing as it

-'occurs within scnool districts. Our intention in this paper is to

describe school districts and the individuals who work-there so as to

better understand why and how the finding.s trom evaluation and testing

activities are or are not linked to instructional decision-making at the

school district. First,iwe will provide background information on the

growth of evaluation and testing; then we will make some observations on

how the characteristics of school distrias as organizations generally

hamper the use of forms and evaluation. We will then describe our

research strategy which investigates "heroic" school districts who are,

in.,tact, using data for instructional decision making, offer one,example
4

of such a district and then present several elements which seem neces-

sary in order,for school districts to link evaluation and testing data

with instruction.

Background

The last 15 years have seen the growth of what might be called a

testing and evaluation movement within American education. The seeds

X3RCW/G
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for this development had been planted decades ago when psychological,

intelligince, and aptitude tests to 1Creen andosort individuals were

first developedby the military and industry. School districts subse-

'quently followed suit. Many large school districts developed test

bureaus.which regularly collected and disseminated district-wide test

a

results.

These somewhat dormant testing seedlings experienced an enormous

growth spurt and change'of direlction when Congress passed the Elementary

and Secondary Edgcation Act in 1965. This Act required districtslto,

provide testing and evaluation data to government agenciep as a condi-
;

1

tion for continuing funding. Subsequeni federal and state legislation

carried similar program evaluation conditions. This reporting require-
%./

ment shifted the focus oftesting from that of assessing individual
4

stbdent achieVement to assessing the achievement of groups,.of students

in a-funded program. Instead of a counsellor looking t an individual's

test score to assign that student to a special educational status, a4

funding agency would review the collectivity of scores to certify,

modify, or eliminate an educattonal program. In short, large-scale

teSting of students had become one tool for generating data with which

policy makers could identify, discourage, or further develop promising

educational,programs and practices.

The large-scale infusion of`federal funds into educational evalu-

ation since 1965 has had many additional reverberations. One important

side effect of these funds is the flowering of what might be called a

testing and evaluation "esta6lishment". Elements of thi's evaluation

"establishment" extend to school districts and include: units within

federal and state governments devoted to program evaluation and testing;

x3Rcw/G 7
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university faculty and students engaged in courses and degree sequences

in testing and evaluation; professional societies within education such.

as Division H of AERA, and across social action fields such as the

Evaluation Research Society; a federally-funded Center for the'Study of

Evaluation. Inside school districts, the educational evaluation "estab-

lishment" usually consists of those testing and evaluation personnel who

face the taik of carrying out required evaluation and testing efforts.
0

Centralized evaluationunits irLschool districts have recently emerged,

often composed of already employed guidance, testing, and counseling

personnel. Within the last 10 years, over 400 districts have organized"-

their testing and evaluation capabilities into research-, development,'

and evaluation (RD&E),units which vary in size from orie part-time person

to dozens of professional employees (Lyon et,al., 1978).

At first,,academic members of the evaluation establishment outside

of tNe school districts largely concentrated their attention on the

log ic ind methodology of large-scale evaluations. A prime assumption

upon which many operated, even though that assumption was not ilways
0

made explicit, was that federal and state policx makers were.to be the

prime consumers of their evaluation information; school district evalu-
,

ators were expected to collect the data meticulously and accurately and

,file reports. Explorations of the utilization of such data at the

policy level (Boruch, 1980; Weiss, 1977) has made it increasingly clear

that evaluation and testing reports as they are presently constituted

do not have uniform and consistent influence on policy makers. Some

reports influence some policy makers upder some circumstances. At other

times, the reports are usd selectively to provide corroborating)evi-
,

I /

dence for policy makers to justify decislons that they had already

x3Rcw/G
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made on some other basis. And it still other instances, reports are

ignored.

Concurrent with)this' examination of evaluation utipization by

academids is interest by within-district evaluators on the utilization

pf testing and evaluation information (Holley, 1979). As a result, we

have begun to explore whether evaluation and testing originating as a

means of satisfying the evaluation and 4tAting concerns of external
4

legislators and administrators, can also serve aso basis for systematic

and comprehensive localS school district decisionmaking.

5
;The Center for the Study of Evaluation (CSE), established by.the

same"1965 Act which attached evaluationlrequirements to federally-funded .

programs, in its early days worked pn the development of conceptual
j

.

.

frameworks and technical solutions to roblemsbf evaluation. However,

in recent years, in parallelwith the interest of the field, research
,

projects have been started which are concerned with evaluation utilize-

tion both at the schobl-site program administrator levél (Alkin et al.,

.1979; Daillak, 1980), and at the school-district central office organ-

izational level ("Lyon et,al., 1978). From these par'allel studies of how

evaluators rel4e to clients and of how research, development, ahd
7

evaluation units handle their ictivities, it has become clear to us that
,1

°although the potential does exist, local utilization of evaluation and

testing does not occur routinely as a natural consequence of conducting

an evaluation or administering a testing program. A special combination

of environmental circumstances, competent and data-oriented people, and
,

intentional organizational arrangeme6is seem to be required to link data

collectilion with reporting, dissemination, and support services so as to

support instructional decisionmaking and 'cla;sroom activities.

X3RCW/G
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What are the-characteristics of the environmegt, people, and organ-%

izational arranguLts thatsesult-in use of evaluation dr testing data

1 .4 , ---

for instructional i mprovenientl 'One year ago, our CSE project, Officially

.titled "Evaluation Design:, An Organizitional Study," was funded by NIt

to look fbr and study districts that were purposefully using findings

from externally mandated testing or evaluation efforp in a waythat

influenced their instructional deci;ionmaking. Hence, the informal

title of our project--"Linking Testing and Evaluation with Instruction."

From the beginning, we knew from the literature and our own research

and experience in school districts that district-forged organizational

links between testing, evaluation,/and instruction, are not ommonplace.

A number of reasons for this nohlinkage have been offered rel'ated to

factors such as the characteristics of mandated tests and evaluations,

the role or training of evaluators, technical problems with analysis,

the timeliness of,the reporting cycle. We, ourselves, speculated that

§ome ot the characteristics of chools as organizations, might also

explain-the limited use that school 'districts make of test and

'evaluation data.

School Distrlct Characteristics which Might Inhibit Data Use

Loose coupling. This term refers to the'degree to which the various
1

units of any organization are coor4inated with and'dependent updn one-

another. For example, how likely is it that a decision made by top

management will be implemented at the lower operational levels? Is the

coordination among levels tight or loose? Tsipically, within school .

districts, the administrative arrangements linkinlboard members and

central administrator with.classroom instructional activities is very

loose. District-level policy decisions relating to.instruction may not

X3RCW/G
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be rOutinely Implémented In the classtoom (Goo'dlad.& 'Klein, 1970; Meyer,
e .

1977). The policy makers. intent.may be mjsunderstood; changed, or

ignored by classroorkteachel-sAlthus, for example, district'administrators
1

who want to increase teachers' routilie'and ustematic use oi testing
Z) P

resutts within their own clis;roomi'-may have to,take unusual and non---

Ordinary steps to effecttuch behavior changes.'

^

Teacher isolation. Another reason why *strict policy-level deci-

/.
sions related.to instruction may not be carried out in the cl-assroom jd

,

k

because teachers often work behind closed doors isolated from 9ne another
-1

and from ext6vnal supervision. Consequently, it is difficult-for sdper-. -

visors to influence the teachers'.daity Activities (Cortie,(1975)'.

Districts.that intend to use Rvaluation and testing data to inflUence

teacher decIsionmaking will likely have to search for and institutionalite

ways to overcome teacher isolation.

PerMeable boundaries. School districts' oraazationatbmindaries

can and often are breached by external "agenciLs--witness external re6U-

lations or mandates from the courts or the state and the federal govern:.

ment. Local interest groups can often put pressure on school-district
r

decision makers. Societal influences such as population shifts, increases

in immigration, inflation, changing tax structures also affect districts.

School districts, therefore, have to continually adjust their activities

so as,to meet changing and sometimes conflicting demands.and priorities,

(Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978). Given this boundary permeability, likely

school districts will have to give attention to federal, state and local

community interests in and demands for specific types of testing and

evaluation.data.

13RCW/G
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Goal ambiguity. In our plural4stic society undergoing rapid social
sa

change, the stated goals of schooling seem to ghift rapidly. Not only

do the goals Change; they are often expressed in ambiguous terms.

Unlike organizations in the private sector with a profitabilAty "bottom

line," public schools must,struggle with the difficulties of measuring

their successds-in "developing respqnsibie citizens," creating "safe

drivers," or "students with an appreciation of their historical heritage."

A, a

The students' attainment of these goals is 'often difficult to chart. In
,

summary, there is c7siderable disagreement in oue society about the

priorities ana-standands for si'udents' educational achievements. Factors

such as these often diminish the utility:of test data as credible measures

of4a school district's success in educating children: However, in .

districts where, for example, a community, consensus might,have been

reached on goals such as achievemenOn basic Skills, testing data has

higher credibility.

In view of-these generic school district organizational character-

.

istics, it seemed unlikely to us, that most districts would naturally and

easily integrate testing and evaluation data with instructional decision-

making. It did semi' plausible that, in some districts, a combination of

external environmental factors combined with the interests aneskills of

particular individuals within the districts might lead to strong admini-

stratiye linkages, among testing, evaluation, and instruction.

Research StrategY

Our'project begamby/looking about for a small number of districts '

that had a reputation for linking evaluation.or testing with instructfon.

Using previous CSE research and extensive telephone interviewswith

colleagues in school districts, state departments of education, other

,X3RCW/G
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universities, and research institutions, we identifiedr40 districts that

were thought to have linked their testing Ind evaluation activities with

instructional decisionmiking in some manner. From these nominees, a

ifinal sample oyix districts wavaselected. While these districts

cannot be viewed as representative of all 'school districts, they do

exhibit characteristics that represent the diyersity of American school

districts, differences in size (e,g,_, large/small), student demo-

graphics (e.g., affluent/below-average income', racially homogeneous/

racially heterogeneous), locale (urban/suburban).

For the past year, we have conducted fieldwork in four of these

districti in order.to describe the management structures by which test

and evaluation data about students is translated into information that

has instructional consequences. We analyzed document-s arid conducted

,

over 40 interviews in each district built around three questions:

1. What? What kind of linking system do these districts

have and how does it work? How mature or fully developed

, is the linkage between testing, evaluation,.,and instruction?

2. So what? Has there been any payoff from these linking

efforts? Presumably the district linkage systemiwas

developed to acComplish some purpose--what evidence is

there that the linking system has had its intended effect?

3. ylly? If most districts are not trying to link testing

and evaluation with instructional decisionmaking, why are

these districts the exception? In what environment do

they operate? What was the history of their efforts?

Were.they planned? Who were the critical actors? What

,we the critical events?

At present, we have completed-the first year's work in four districts

.and are sifting through the data in an attempt to identify common properties

X3RCW/G
13
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and consistent patterns.: Before sharing our preliminary observations on

the four districts, we wbuld like to provide a word picture of what the

Shelter Grove district is doing to link testing data with instructional

decisionmaking.

"What" Shelter Grove Is Doing:

In the Shelter Grove-School District, we see a high degree of

linkagein conceptualization and in organizational mechanisms--for the

purpose of indivi,dualizing instruction in the basic skills. Teaching is

closely coordinated with the following: a criterion-referenced testing

-(CRT) system in reading and math; a district continuum in basic skills;

school-site text and film resourcet; school-site media and learning

specialists. These instructional functions and individuals are supported

by a Professional Development Program which provides training in diag-

nostic and prescriptive teaching for principals, teachers, aides and

substitutes; by ar:definition of the role of the principal as evaluator

and facilitator of instruction, who must spend 40% of his/her time in

classrooms. Furthermore, this instructional man-gement orientation is

reflected in the recruitment, selection, and promotion procedures for

staff, as well as some principal discretion in local Site budgets.

Interviews with Board members, central office personnel, principals,

learning specialists and teachei's revealedremarkably homogeneous per-

ceptions about instructional purposes. The president,of the school

board said, "Almost everyone believes in and works hard at teaching

individual kids. The kid,is the most important thing. We try not to

have any throwaways." A teacher said, echoing the sentiments of a dozen

of her colleagues, "This District expects a lot from its teachers; it's

-

a great-place for kids; they really learn. I moved here so I cbuld send-

X3RPW/G
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my own k-kds to''the schools in this District." The Coordinator of mater-

ials said,. 'iWe really concentrate on liaving the children learn--basic

skills first, as well as the other important things. The parents would

not have it any other way." .

The conceptual connection-between testing and instruction is

expressed d;fferently by different peoplein the District. The Super-

intendent has a management orientation toward instruction. He advocates

teachingtesting-reteaching. "Testing and instruction are intimately.

related." The Assistant Superintendent is curriculum oriened. She

sees testing as the "curriculum in operation." -She emphasizes staff

development activities for teachers in those curricular areas where

student deficiencies indicate that teachers should use different teaching

strategies or devote more instructional time to specific subjects. The

principals in Shelter Grove see their roles as instructional leaders and

understand that they aim required by the District to spend time in each

classroOm. They are familiar with the daily instructional.program, as

well as with the progress of individual children within their relatively

small schools. They use the test scores of students to discuss schoOl

level plans, grade level plans and classroom level plans with teachers.

"So What?"

In Shelter Grove, the-teaching-testing-training cycle seems to be

part of teachers' daily life in the classroom. They were aware of all

the operations which were intended by the District to support their

individualization of instruction.

All the teachers interviewed knew about the District continuum and

, the CRT- system. They.eXplained the roles of the learning specialist,

the media specialiSt, the'principal, and the Professional Development

X3RCW/G
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Program in terms which were consistent with central office administrator's

lntedtions.

For most teachers, the cOntinudm and the related CRT directed their

selecticin of what content to teach in the basic skills. This was morr

true for reading and language arts than math, where the textbook sequence

,was often followed. Sample quotations: "The continuum is a real working

tool." "I feel coMfortable,about using'it (the continuum)." "My teach-

ing is aimed at it." "I use CRTs in planning. I 'nee a list of areas

te'werk in." "I teach to the-test and that's OK." For many, it provides

a well-though-throughway to organize their teaching. ,Others like the

emphasis on skills. "We'teach-sk4ls here in this district. Hew you do

it is your business."

One or two of the teachers we interviewed reacted against the

centralized control of the'sentinuum and the CRT system. A teacher

said, in relation to math, "I don't let the test influence what I do. I

think the continuum has introduced too much in the early grades." A new

teacher said, "The first year I just waded through."

For most teachei-s, the CRT scores are useful in grouping children

and in diagnosing their progress in learning. "The CRTt don't provide

4
too many surprises." "If I've taught it well, kids pass." The teachers

welcome the diagnostic screening given to new students by the learning

specialist. It helps place them in groups seen after the start of

school. Teachers report,that student instructional groups change fre-

, quently based on CRT results. Often they change within classrooms;

sometimes between classes. The learning specialist facilitates'this

prbcess by conferencing with teachers after each CRT administration.

, The media specialists report advising the learning specialists and the

teachers on specific student-appropriate material.

X3RCW/G
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The ProfessionalcDevelopment Program got high marks from teachers.

They reportgd that the level one and level two Courses (in objectives

and in diagnostic/prescriptive teaching) are not duplicates of what they

had in pre-service courses. "PDP makes me aware of what I do. I never

got this in college."

"Why" Shelter Grove is Linking.Testing with Instruction

Shelter Grove fg a small elementaryschool district consisting of

seven elementary schools in which there. ara 132 teachers, 7 learning

specialistg, 7 principals, and 3,000 children.

Shelter Grove seems an ideal community in which to try an.educa-

tional experiment leading to improved educational excellence for chil-

dren. The community,and the school district have not been beset by many

of the social problems plaguing other a reas in the country. There has

been no major increase or decrease in population. There exists no large

group of dhildren with English-language difficulties. There exist no

majo political or economic-divisions within the community. The corn

munity of Shelter GrOve is relatively homogeneous. Only 10% of the

childrentooing to Shelter Grove schools are minority.

The adultt in Shelter Grove are mostly professionals or work in

technical occupations. Shelter Grove is a bedroom community serving a

variety of urban centers located within 50 miles of the community. The

community has been stable with very few people moving out. The popula-

tion has been dradually increasing, due to new housing in the area.

The District is likewis e stable. Fifty-five percent of-teachers

have been in the District more than 53 years; 46 percent of principals

are long-termers. There is a small central office _consisting of 5

professionals and 15 support staff. Eighty percent of these individuals

have been with the District more than ten years.

X3RCW/G. 1 7
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Within the Diitrict, there seems to be general consensus that

learning is important and that children are important. Although this is

the rhetoric of most school districts', professionals in Shelter Grove

leem_to_belltillimg_ta_act_imilght_ot_this_mcem,_emen_when_such

actions require more work, some reorientation in their thinking, some

readjustment of territories.

Preliminary Observations on Our Four Shool.DistriCts

Environmental context. It is self-evident that school districts

exist in a social and historical context, as well as within a particular

community. It is also self-evident, but somecimes overlooked, that the

individuals working within school districts and classrooms are partici-.,

pants in the social arid cultural ambience of their times. Additionally

they are members of their-professional educational communities, simul-

taneously shaping them and being.shaped by them. tWhat strirck us forcibly

about our example and the other three districts in which we worked was

the influen that various environments,aTi upon the district personnel's

thinking and actions.

For example, we were told repeatedly that the parent populations in

Die'four districts were concerned about their children's ability to'

read, write, and do arithmetic. This emphasis on basic skills was

translated by teach district in accordance with the professional orien-

f

tation of its administrators. In Shelter Grove, the diagnostic/prescrip-

tive approach reflected the prevailing ihstructional orientation of the

two universities from which the principal staff members had received

their degrees. In another district where their professional training

had not been so recent, district administrators responded to the com-
,

munity's wishes b'y going districtwide with fundamental schools after

only a brief year-long voluntary program:

X3RCW/G It
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One of the striking similarities we noticed among three of our four

districts was the 'Marge ambunt of turmoil within which each operated.

, One district was Oeoccupied with responding to court desegregation

__directives_which_necessitateci_distri ctwide_management_changes._ and_changes_l_.

imthe autonomy teachers in minority-isolated sdhools will have in

-instructional decisionmaking. Theedistrict which was moving quickly to

transform all of its elementary schdols into fundamental-schools was

under pressure from a conservative school board representing a community'

becoming more "white coilar" in composition. A third district was

struggling with a sudden increase in minority and non-English-speaking

students who added to an already diverse mix of stUdents. The district

was investing enormous time,and energy in managing effective instructiori

for minority children with limited-English-speaking capability.
. 4-*

All these district officials were daily inventing solutions to deal

with these immediate problems; they felt no certainty that solutions or '

procedures they invehted for this'year's problems would be appropriate

-far dealing with next-year's problems.

In the fourth district--the example cited above--was these particular

societal tensions were not presedt. However,,during the period of our

resear6h, eheated unification election has been held. The outcome Was.

causing the district to shift from an elementary school district to a

unified K-12 district.

In each of.our four districts, then, there was evidence of what

might be termed goal diffusenes and boundary permeabiTity. The external

environment had frequently invaded thp districts' boundaries--e.g.,

court mandates, demands for bilingual programs, population changes,

unification ele:tions--and.forced district administrators to somewat

X3RCW/6
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redirect their energies. Under these circumstances, many district goals

had been modified. District officials had difficult in maintaining

long-term consistency in ordering their priorities and pursuing their

goals (March & Olsen, 1976). Given these external conditions, district

abilities to develop and implement long-term plans had been severely

challenged.

In view of these factors, we felt that it would be surprising if',

testing df children for the purpose of evaluating.and improving instruc-
,

tion was uppermost in the minds of school officials. In the four dist-

4ricts we studied, however, testing and evaluation activities and their

linkages to instructional improvement were receiving districtwide atten-

tion, although admittedly;' it wal 'hot the first concern of district

officials. Paradoxicallyjn all four districts the impetus for use of

testing and evaluation data seemed to cOme frdin the same pressures in

the environment which made planning difficult.. For example, in the

district moving toward fundamental schools, test scores were being

considered by the board both as evidence of the effectiveness of the

revised program and as a monitroing device for teachers' use in tracking

student progress. Shelter Grove's comprehensive criterion-referenced

testing,(CRT) system had been developed in response to'community and

administrative interests in individualizing instruction for students.

In our heterbgeneous. district, state Assessment tests were being analyzed

to see how the curriculum for,various populations matched the specifiaa-
.

tions of the items. It seems that local environmental forces interacted

with state and federal requirements to influence district officials to

take actions linking testihg and evaluation with instruction.

X3RCW/G
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Personnel. One notable characteristic evident in our four districts

mas the .professional interest *Ay personnel had in instructional improve-
__ _

ment. A second characteristic was the stability of 'staff. In spite'of

chitncles at the Superintendent level, the-individuals responsible for

curriculum, instruction, and supervision of elementary and secondary

levels had, in each diArict, worked together 'mei- a long period of

time. In all four districts, these individuals had evolved methods of

communicating with one another and resolving difficulties. This stability,

rati4r than leading to stagnation, seems to have contributed in three of

the four districts to a sense of direction more coherent than pne would
4.

have though possible given the other organizational and environmental

instabitities.

A testing/evaluation/instructional subsystem. Although the four

districts differed from one another in their size,, organization, and

structure, they each had developed--some more completely than others--a

.testing, evaluation,and instruction (T/E/I) linking subsistem. Such a

subsyitem WaS-fibt a -format structure-that-appeared_on_the_achoot,dis-

trict orgazational chart; instead, it was an alignment of individuals or

departments that had, for a variety of reasons, made informal and formal

arrangement that enhanced linkage. The subsystem, in some case, consisted

of two people, in others more, depending on the size of the district and

the way in which the subs
r
stem was defined. It was not limited to those

\\N.

individuais necessarily concerned with testing and evaluation.

Elements Necessary for Linking Evaluation

and Testing' Data with Instruction

Three compo'nents seemed to be necessary in order for the afore-
,

mentioned subsystem to function: ideas, operatiohs, and coordinating

1

mechanisms.
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By ideas, wemean those beliefs, goals, assumptions, sometimes
1

acknowledged, sometimes not:that guide the district's actfvities. In

our four d{sti cti bôth tibit-and-explicit ideas- informecf

ricts' subsystems. In these districts where ideas about testing, evalu-

ation, instruction, and management were iidifftid,-adtufate,-and-complete,

the subsystem evolved and operated successfully: Where ideas were

faulty, incompatible with one another, or not fully shared by managers

the subsystem seemed to falter. In Shelter Grove, the guiding ideas

shared by most administrators and tea hers were that diagnostic/prescrip-

tive teaching and testing were needed to ensure individualized instruction.

By cbntrast, in the district moving toward fundamental schools, ideas

about how and why to use test data for instructional planning were

fragmented, imperfectly understood or disputed by many people.

By atutimE we mean those individuals, organizational arrangements,

and technidal capacities that enable the district to implement and sus-

tain the district's ideas. Districts must have high quality personnel

and the full range of operations in order to manage a T/E/flinking sub-

system. In Shelter Grove, the district wanted to provide test results .

to teachers quickly 'so as to increase their practical value. They

therefore needed computer programming skills and access to appropriate

computer facilties to insure that turnaround time would not constitute a

problem. Likewise, 'when this distr'ict wished teachers to take prescrip-

tive action in relation to diagnostic testing, and it was found that.the

teachers were not skilled in how to do this, the district provided them

with appropriate inservice. In this district, both computer operations

and staff development were considered essential operations for linking

testing and evaluation with instruction.

X3RCW/G
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By,coordinating, mechanisms we mean both formal and informal struc-

tures and networks that increase communication of ideas, decisions and

actions. As we have noted earlier, school districts have often been

characterized as loosely coupled; that is, communications and coof.dina=

_tion__among_the_various subunits is often irregular or incomplete. In

many districts, the curriculum division and school principals, and the

testing and evaluation unit, are often surprisingly uninformed about

each others' activities and problems. For a T/E/I linking subsystem to

work tt seems necessary that the various operations and individuals who

manage them be brought:together for communication.and/or decisionmaking

purposes. In our smalil district as ari exaMple, this was accomplished

through somewhat informal means as well as by weekly'meettngs of various

staffs'. In our.other districts, coordinating mechanisms took the foim

of reporting relationships, maw writing, etc.

Summary
/

We have presented some preliminary thoughts about the conditions

which discourage school districts from linking externally-mandated test-

ing or evaluation activities with instructional decisionmaking; we have

also indicated that some few school districts have indeed developed the

ideas, operations and coordinating'mechanisms which permit the linking

of testing. OP evaluation with instruction. During oUr second and third-

year, we will describe more completely those environmental and management

factors which impede and those which contribute to successful district

utilization of data from tests and evaluations for locally-initiated

instructional improvement.

X3RCW/G



Underlying our work are the two basic points we have tried to

emphasize in this paper:

o The evaluatior and testing communities must mere diligently
1

attend te the characteristics of administratbrs and teachers

working within the dis trict environment, if they expect testing

and evaluation efforts to be used'at the :local level to improve

o

_

The linking of testing and evaluation with instruction does
0

not happen within districts', schools and classrooms without

management, intention and effort. Districtwide subsystems,

informed by certain ideas and containing a range of related

operations and a variety of coordinating mechanisms, seem to

be needed. The search'for answers as to why such subsystems

X3RCW/G

evolve, how then can operate effectively, and how they can be

facilitated is worthy Of continued attention and support.
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